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The proper organization of the microtubule-based
mitotic spindle is proposed to depend on nano-
meter-sized motor proteins generating forces that
scale with a micron-sized geometric feature, such
as microtubule overlap length. However, it is unclear
whether such regulation can be achieved by any
mitotic motor protein. Here, we employ an optical-
trap- and total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF)-based assay to show that ensembles of
kinesin-5, a conserved mitotic motor protein, can
push apart overlapping antiparallel microtubules to
generate a force whose magnitude scales with fila-
ment overlap length. We also find that kinesin-5
can produce overlap-length-dependent ‘‘brake-
like’’ resistance against relative microtubule sliding
in both parallel and antiparallel geometries, an activ-
ity that has been suggested by cell biological studies
but had not been directly measured. Together, these
findings, along with numerical simulations, reveal
how a motor protein can function as an analog con-
verter, ‘‘reading’’ simple geometric and dynamic fea-
tures in cytoskeletal networks to produce regulated
force outputs.
INTRODUCTION
Successful cell division in eukaryotes requires the assembly of a
bipolar spindle. The overall size and shape of this microtubule-
based structure depends on the activities of molecular motors
that generate forces to push or pull microtubules (Compton,
2000; Sharp et al., 2000; Wittmann et al., 2001). Long-standing
models suggest that the magnitudes of these forces are propor-
tional to a geometric feature, such as the length of overlap be-
tweenadjacentfilaments,within thedynamicmicrotubulenetwork
(McIntosh et al., 1969; Mogilner et al., 2006). However, it is
currently unclear if the forces generated by any molecular motor
required for bipolar spindle assembly are regulated in thismanner.DevelopmenKinesin-5 is a conserved homotetrameric microtubule-based
motor protein required for cell division in eukaryotes (Blangy
et al., 1995; Heck et al., 1993; Sawin et al., 1992). Kinesin-5 local-
izes along spindle microtubules and is enriched at spindle poles.
Metaphase spindle microtubules overlap in parallel orientations
near spindle poles and in antiparallel orientations at the spindle
equator (Mastronarde et al., 1993; McDonald et al., 1977; Sharp
et al., 1999). In vitro studies reveal that kinesin-5 can crosslink
parallel and antiparallel microtubules (Hentrich and Surrey,
2010; Kapitein et al., 2005; Kashina et al., 1996; van den Wilden-
berg et al., 2008). In the case of antiparallel microtubules, kine-
sin-5 has been shown to slide apart filaments by stepping toward
the plus ends of each of the two microtubules it crosslinks (Hen-
trich and Surrey, 2010; Kapitein et al., 2005; van den Wildenberg
et al., 2008). This activity is proposed to push centrosomes apart
to establish a bipolar spindle. On the other hand, kinesin-5 local-
izes at spindle poles and can crosslink parallel microtubules
(Gaglio et al., 1996; Sawin et al., 1992; Sharp et al., 1999), but
its exact contributions to parallel microtubule sliding and organi-
zation are poorly understood.
The force-generating properties of kinesin-5 constructs
attached to optically trapped plastic beads have been studied
using single molecule methods (Korneev et al., 2007; Valentine
and Block, 2009; Valentine et al., 2006). However, unlike other
well-studied kinesins, kinesin-5 uses microtubules as both its
track and cargo (Kapitein et al., 2008). In order to understand
how kinesin-5 generates forces needed for spindle assembly,
it is necessary to measure the force output across the sliding
microtubule pairs as opposed to linking the motor protein
directly to a bead. In addition, the size of parallel and antiparallel
microtubule overlaps that are found in spindles can vary in length
and would be sufficient to recruit multiple kinesin-5 molecules
(Sharp et al., 1999). Therefore, it is important that force genera-
tion by kinesin-5 is not only analyzed for microtubules in the
parallel or antiparallel configuration but also for different overlap
lengths that will recruit different numbers of active motor protein
molecules. The micromechanics of multi-motor cargo transport,
wherein two or more kinesin molecules simultaneously carry a
bead along a single microtubule, have been examined (Furuta
et al., 2013; Gross et al., 2007; Jamison et al., 2012; Vershinin
et al., 2007). These studies suggest that increasing the number
of motor proteins may not necessarily lead to a larger forcetal Cell 34, 669–681, September 28, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 669
output. However, given the appropriate cargo geometry and
motor protein mechanics, it may be possible for the magnitude
of sustained force output to scale with increasing motor protein
number. These different outcomes will depend on how force is
transmitted across the cargo and how frequently kinesins attach
to and detach from the microtubule (Gross et al., 2007). It
is currently unclear how forces produced by ensembles of
kinesin-5 depend on filament overlap length or motor protein
number.
In addition to generating force to slide microtubules apart,
recent studies have suggested that kinesin-5 may also act to
oppose relative microtubule motion. For example, loss of kine-
sin-5 activity in dividing cells results in a faster rate of spindle
elongation in anaphase (Rozelle et al., 2011; Saunders et al.,
2007), suggesting that kinesin-5 could act as a molecular brake
within overlapping antiparallel filaments. Microtubule gliding as-
says that employed amixture of surface-bound kinesins suggest
kinesin-5 can reduce the velocity of microtubule sliding driven
by kinesin-1 (Crevel et al., 2004). However, the magnitude of
the braking force generated by kinesin-5 across two microtu-
bules has not been directlymeasured, and it is unclear how these
forces scalewith filament overlap, orientation, or relative velocity.
To examine whether and how kinesin-5 can achieve different
force-generating functions within overlapping microtubules,
we have developed an optical-trap- and fluorescence-based
in vitro reconstitution assay, in which the relative sliding velocity
and the filament polarity can be controlled and the force across
the microtubule pair measured. Along with the force measure-
ment, the motion and localization of microtubules and kinesin-5
molecules can be directly analyzed. Using this assay, we show
that the magnitude and direction of force developed within
microtubule pairs crosslinked by kinesin-5 depend on the extent
of filament overlap, the relative sliding velocity, and the relative
polarity of these filaments. Together with numerical model simu-
lations, our data reveal how distinct mechanical outputs of these
motor protein ensembles can be regulated by simple geometric
features of the microtubule network, such as filament overlap
length.
RESULTS
Counting the Number of Kinesin-5 Molecules
Crosslinking Microtubules at Overlap Regions
To analyze force generation by ensembles of kinesin-5 mole-
cules, we need to measure the forces generated across a pair
of microtubules and to determine how many motor protein mol-
ecules are pushing the filaments apart. For thesemeasurements,
we devised an assay that combines high-resolution fluores-
cence imaging and force-calibrated optical tweezers (Figure 1A).
Briefly, microtubules doubly labeled with X-rhodamine fluores-
cent dye and biotin were immobilized on a glass coverslip
surface by means of biotin-neutravidin linkages. The coverslip
surface was pre-coated by polyethylene glycol (PEG) to pre-
vent non-specific adsorption of proteins. Addition of non-bio-
tinylated, X-rhodamine-labeled microtubules (approximately
two times more brightly labeled than the biotinylated filaments),
recombinant GFP-tagged full-length Xenopus kinesin-5 (here-
after, kinesin-5-GFP; 1 nM) that we have previously character-
ized (Kwok et al., 2006; Weinger et al., 2011), and MgATP670 Developmental Cell 34, 669–681, September 28, 2015 ª2015 Els(2 mM) resulted in the formation of microtubule ‘‘sandwiches.’’
The free end of the non-biotinylated microtubule in the sandwich
was then attached to an optically trapped bead. Under this
condition, kinesin-5 crosslinked two adjacent microtubules and
displaced the trapped bead away from its equilibrium position
(depicted as Dx, Figure 1A).
Fluorescence images of X-rhodamine and GFP revealed re-
gions of microtubule overlap and localization of kinesin-5 (Fig-
ures 1B–1E). Using the average GFP signal of kinesin-5 homote-
tramers (0.7 ± 0.33 104 a.u., n = 410) (Figure S1A), we estimated
that the number of motor protein molecules within overlaps (typi-
cally 1–6 mm) ranged from 3 to 26. Consistent with previous
studies (Hentrich and Surrey, 2010; Kapitein et al., 2005), we
observed kinesin-5 molecules also binding single microtubules
(Figures 1B–1E). It is therefore likely that some fraction of kine-
sin-5 localized within the overlap may also bind only to single mi-
crotubules. To distinguish such ‘‘passenger’’ molecules from
those that actively crosslink two adjacent filaments, we used
the optical trap to rapidly disrupt motor-filament interactions
and count ‘‘rupture’’ events (Figures 1F–1H), a modification of
the approach used to analyze surface-bound myosin molecules
interacting with a single actin filament (Nishizaka et al., 1995).
Rapidly pulling (within seconds; for details, see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures) one end of the filament orthogonal
to the other in the sandwich resulted in their separation (Figures
1F and S1B). The position of the optically trapped bead revealed
a series of sawtooth-like responses that are consistent with mul-
tiple rupture events (Figure 1G). Independent experiments re-
vealed that our bead-microtubule linkage could sustain large
(30 pN) forces for many tens of seconds and would remain
intact throughout thesemeasurements without detachment (Fig-
ure S1C). We therefore conclude that the rupture events likely
corresponded to the sequential loss of individual kinesin-5 medi-
atedmicrotubule crosslinks. Our rupture-based analyses yielded
measurements of motor protein number that were less than es-
timates made fromGFP fluorescence data, consistent with there
being both crosslinking and passenger kinesin-5 molecules
within overlap regions (Figure 1H; for full dataset, see Fig-
ure S1D). Together, our assay allows us to monitor force, mea-
sure microtubule overlap length, and count kinesin-5 molecules,
distinguishing between those molecules crosslinking filaments
and those bound only to a single filament.
Kinesin-5-Dependent Forces Pushing Two Antiparallel
Microtubules Apart Scale with Microtubule Overlap
Using this assay, we first measured howmuch force is generated
by kinesin-5 molecules crosslinking antiparallel microtubules
(Figure 2A). We recorded the position of an optically trapped
bead that was attached to the free microtubule in the sandwich
and used this to calculate the force produced across the
antiparallel microtubule pair. The polarity of microtubules was
determined from the X-rhodamine fluorescence signal prior
to the bead attachment, as antiparallel filaments slid apart
at >40 nm/s velocity while parallel filaments appeared relatively
static, as expected (Kapitein et al., 2005). We observed that,
soon after the trapped bead was attached to the leading end
(i.e., the minus end) of a sliding microtubule in a sandwich, the
force built up gradually along themicrotubule axis until it reached
a plateau (Figure 2B). After the force plateau was apparent, theevier Inc.
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Figure 1. Measuring Forces Generated and
Counting Kinesin-5 Molecules within Over-
lapping Microtubules
(A) Schematic of the in vitro assay. Shown are a
biotinylated microtubule (pink, 13 X-rhodamine-
labeled) immobilized on a PEG-coated coverslip
surface and a non-biotinylated microtubule (red,
23 X-rhodamine-labeled) held by force-calibrated
optical tweezers (yellow) via a bead (gray). Kinesin-
5-GFP (green) in solution can crosslink these
microtubules to generate a sandwich. The force (F)
generated results in bead displacement (Dx).
(B–E) Fluorescence images of the sandwich. Mi-
crotubules (MT) were imaged using epi-fluores-
cence (B). Kinesin-5-GFP was imaged using TIRF
(C). Overlay (D). The trap center position is marked
(X). Scale bar, 5 mm. Line scans along the micro-
tubules (red) reveal kinesin-5 (green) localized both
on single microtubules and within the overlap
region (between the two dotted lines) (E).
(F–H) Rupture-based analysis to count the number
of crosslinking motor molecules.
(F) Sample time-lapse images and the corre-
sponding schematics, with the representation
similar to (A). A bead-attached microtubule was
pulled nearly orthogonal (white arrow) to the sur-
face microtubule by moving the sample stage
at constant velocity. The bead-held microtubule
bent (white arrowheads) and then detached from
the surface microtubule. Scale bar, 5 mm. Time
between images, 5 s.
(G) The bead position recording was processed
and used to count the number of such rupture
events (vertical arrowheads).
(H) Comparison of the number of kinesin-5 mole-
cules determined by fluorescence and rupture-
based methods. Data from two different micro-
tubule pairs are shown. The regions of microtubule
overlap (white rectangle) and motor number
(adjacent to image) are indicated.number of crosslinking kinesin-5 molecules was estimated using
the rupture-based counting method (blue area, Figure 2B). The
fluctuations in the force signal, most frequently observed at
lower forces and formicrotubule pairs with short overlap lengths,
are likely due to stochastic dissociation and re-association of
crosslinking kinesin-5 molecules from the microtubule (Figures
S2A–S2C). The maximum force developed within the antiparallel
microtubule pair was determined by averaging the force at pla-
teaus that lasted for >1 s before dissociation. At the force
plateau, the length of microtubule overlap was also determined
based on the X-rhodamine fluorescence signal (Figure 2C). We
analyzed a total of 27 antiparallel microtubule pairs and found
that the maximum developed force increased with the amount
of filament overlap (Figure 2D). Therefore, ensembles of kine-
sin-5 can push apart antiparallel microtubules against opposing
load, and the pushing force scales with filament overlap length.
For 15 of the 27 antiparallel microtubule pairs examined, we
could estimate the number of kinesin-5 molecules crosslinking
two microtubules using the rupture-based method. We found
that the force generated by kinesin-5 to push apart antiparallel
microtubules is additive; i.e., the magnitude of maximal force
increases linearly with the number of crosslinking motor protein
molecules (R2 = 0.76) (Figure 2E). Consistent with these rupture-Developmenbased analyses, themaximum force also scaled with the fluores-
cence intensity of kinesin-5-GFP within the overlap (Figure 2F).
These results suggest that individual kinesin-5 molecules can
transmit forces across microtubules and the developed force
output can be summed up over several microns across the fila-
ment pair.
From the slope of this linear regression analysis, we can esti-
mate that the average maximum force generated by individual
tetrameric kinesin-5 motors within the ensemble is 1.5 pN per
molecule (1.3 ± 0.3 pN, mean ± SD, n = 15). This value is four to
five times smaller than that reported for a truncated human kine-
sin-5 dimeric construct (Valentine et al., 2006) or vesicle-trans-
porting kinesin-1 (Svoboda and Block, 1994). In order to confirm
that individual kinesin-5 molecules were producing this amount
of force, we performed two independent experiments to directly
measure themaximumforce that a singlekinesin-5 tetramercould
generate. First, we measured the force across a crosslinked
microtubule sandwich that was held at a small angle to minimize
the length of filament overlap. In this geometry, only one or a
fewmotors couldcrosslink thefilaments (Figure3A).Weobserved
rare events of sustained interaction between the two microtu-
bules, detecting a transient force signal that developed gradually
and then suddenly dropped (Figure 3B). We characterized suchtal Cell 34, 669–681, September 28, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 671
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Figure 2. Kinesin-5-Dependent Forces That
Push Apart Two Antiparallel Microtubules
Scale with the Length of Filament Overlap
and the Number of Motor Protein Molecules
(A) Schematic of the assay, with the representation
similar to Figure 1A. L, length of overlap; F, devel-
oped force. Microtubule plus ends are marked (+).
(B) A representative time record of force developed
within an antiparallel microtubule pair crosslinked
by kinesin-5. The force along the microtubule’s
long axis (dark gray, sampled at 0.1 kHz; yellow,
filtered using 200-msmoving average) and its short
axis (light gray, sampled at 0.1 kHz) are shown. At
t = 0, an optically trapped bead was brought into
contact with the sliding microtubule in a sandwich
(green highlight). After reaching a steady force
plateau (t > 15 s), the rupture-based counting
method was employed to determine motor protein
number (blue highlight, data sampled at 0.5 kHz
and time reset to 0). Arrowheads indicate identified
rupture events.
(C) Time records of force (filtered using 200-ms
moving average) developed within antiparallel
microtubule pairs of various overlap lengths. The
force developed predominantly parallel to the
microtubule axis and reached a steady state at
indicated overlap length, L. For clarity, each trace
is offset along the time axis.
(D–F) The maximum developed force versus the
microtubule overlap length or the number of kine-
sin-5 molecules. The maximum force, determined
by averaging the forces at plateaus (denoted with
horizontal bars in C), is plotted against the length
of filament overlap (D). Pearson’s r = 0.68 (n = 27).
For several microtubule pairs in (D), the number of
kinesin-5 at the overlap was estimated based on
the rupture counting method (n = 15) (E) and from
GFP signal intensity (n = 25) (F). Linear regressions
yield slopes of 1.6 (R2 = 0.45), 1.34 (R2 = 0.76), and
0.49 (R2 = 0.45) for data shown in (D), (E), and (F),
respectively.events from several microtubule pairs and found that the
maximum developed force, measured at each peak before the
sudden force drop, was 1.7 ± 0.6 pN (mean ± SD, n = 11) (Fig-
ure 3C). Second, we attached our kinesin-5 construct directly to
an optically trapped bead by means of anti-GFP antibody (Fig-
ure 3D), following an experimental methodology similar to that
previously reported for a tetrameric kinesin-5 construct that was
linked to beads via a poly-histidine tag (Korneev et al., 2007).
The bead-motor conjugate was brought into contact with a single
surface-immobilized microtubule and the developed forces were
measured (Figure 3E).We observed frequent events duringwhich
time the force increased to a locallymaximumvalue andpersisted
for several seconds (Figure 3E). At the highest density of motors
bound to the bead, wemeasured a range ofmaximumdeveloped
force values (Figure 3F). As the density of motor protein on the
beadwas decreased, a peak in the histograms ofmaximum force
values was observed at 1–2 pN, consistent with this force having
been generated by a single kinesin-5 molecule (Figure 3F). We
next calculated the force-velocity relationship from individual672 Developmental Cell 34, 669–681, September 28, 2015 ª2015 Elsforce generation events taken in the lowest motor protein density
condition. We found this relationship to be well fit (R2 = 0.93) by a
linear function, with a zero-velocity force value of 1.7 pN (Fig-
ure 3G). Together, these results indicate that single kinesin-5mol-
ecules can exert 1.5 pN of force before stalling and the total
force output across an antiparallel sandwich is the linear sum of
the forces produced by individual crosslinking kinesin-5 mole-
cules within the region of overlap.
The Force Developed by Ensembles of Kinesin-5 Is
Overlap Length Dependent for Sliding Antiparallel
Microtubule Pairs
At the equator of the metaphase spindle, antiparallel microtu-
bules continuously slide apart at 2–3 mm/min (30–50 nm/s),
with minus ends pointing toward opposite spindle poles (Sawin
and Mitchison, 1991). To test whether kinesin-5 can generate
overlap-length-dependent forces between microtubules that
are moving relative to each other, we moved the sample
stage at constant velocity to pull apart pairs of antiparallelevier Inc.
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Figure 3. Single Tetrameric Kinesin-5
Molecules Produce Approximately 1.5 pN
of Force
(A–C) Measurement of kinesin-5 force within
microtubule pairs at crossed geometry.
(A) Fluorescence image of a microtubule pair and
the corresponding assay schematic, with the rep-
resentation similar to Figure 1A.
(B) Time record of force along the long axis of the
bead-attached microtubule (gray, sampled at 0.1
kHz; black, filtered using 200-ms moving average)
developed by kinesin-5 within a microtubule pair in
a crossed geometry. The maximum developed
force was determined at each force peak just prior
to the large force drop (black horizontal dashes).
(C) Histogram showing the distribution of
maximum developed forces measured from
different microtubule pairs (1.7 ± 0.6 pN [mean ±
SD]; n = 11 events from 7 microtubule pairs).
(D–G) Single molecule measurements of bead-
attached kinesin-5 molecules.
(D) Schematic of the assay. Full-length GFP-tag-
ged kinesin-5 (green) was attached to a bead via
antibody to GFP. The bead was optically trapped
and held near a surface-immobilized microtubule,
and forces produced by kinesin-5 were measured.
(E) Time records of force (gray, sampled at 0.1 kHz;
black, filtered using 200-ms moving average)
developed at two different kinesin-5 concentra-
tions (5 and 0.25 nM).
(F) Histograms showing the distribution of the
average maximum force measured for four
different kinesin-5 concentrations (25, 5, 1.25, and
0.25 nM) used during bead-coating preparation
(n = 60–86 events per condition).
(G) Force-velocity relationship calculated for indi-
vidual force generation events acquired with the
0.25-nM kinesin-5 bead-coating preparation (black
points, mean ± SEM; red line, linear fit, R2 = 0.93;
n = 60 events).microtubules crosslinked by kinesin-5 (Figures 4A, 4B, and S3).
When microtubule minus ends in the sandwich were moved
apart at a velocity of 20 nm/s, we found that kinesin-5 generated
substantial pushing force that assisted filament sliding (blue, Fig-
ure 4C). Further, the magnitude of this pushing force decreased
as the twomicrotubules moved apart and filament overlap short-
ened. In contrast, when microtubules were moved at faster rela-
tive velocities (200 nm/s), resisting forces were developed that
oppose filament motion (green, Figure 4C). The magnitudes of
these resisting forces also decreased as the two microtubules
moved apart and filament overlap shortened. A similar response
was observed for several microtubule pairs with different initial
overlap lengths (n = 5–14, Figure 4D). The average force, calcu-
lated using 0.5 mmbins of filament overlap length, increased with
antiparallel microtubule overlap for both assisting and resisting
forces generated by kinesin-5 (Figure 4E). Interestingly, whenDevelopmental Cell 34, 669–681, Sethe sliding velocity was set to 50 nm/s,
which is close to the unloaded rate of ki-
nesin-5 driven relative microtubule sliding
(Kapitein et al., 2005), we observed a
force value near zero for a duration ofmany seconds (orange, Figures 4C–4E). Together, these data
indicate that within dynamically moving antiparallel microtubule
pairs, ensembles of kinesin-5 can generate either pushing or re-
sisting forces when the filament sliding velocity deviates from its
unloaded rate, and the magnitudes of these forces also scale
with filament overlap length.
Parallel Microtubules Experience Small Bidirectional
Fluctuations Whose Amplitude Is Nearly Independent of
the Amount of Filament Overlap
Within metaphase spindles, kinesin-5 also accumulates at spin-
dle poles (Compton, 2000; Gaglio et al., 1996; Sawin et al., 1992)
where microtubules are arranged in a predominantly parallel ge-
ometry. We therefore examined how forces develop within par-
allel microtubules crosslinked by kinesin-5 (Figure 5A). Consis-
tent with earlier studies (Hentrich and Surrey, 2010; Kapiteinptember 28, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 673
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Figure 4. Kinesin-5 Can Generate Overlap-
Length-Dependent Force within Sliding
Antiparallel Microtubule Pairs
(A) Schematic of the assay, with representation
similar to Figure 1A. The stage was moved at
constant velocity (V) in the direction that moved
microtubule minus ends apart.
(B) Representative fluorescence images obtained
at different time points during the assay. Merged
images of microtubules (red) and kinesin-5 (green)
are shown. The trap center is shown (white ‘‘X’’).
The stage wasmoved along the indicated direction
(white arrow) at 200 nm/s, resulting in a decrease in
the length of filament overlap (two dotted lines).
Scale bar, 5 mm. Time between images, 5 s.
(C) Sample time records of force (filtered using
200-msmoving average) developed within kinesin-
5-crosslinked antiparallel microtubule pairs that
were moved apart at the indicated velocities. The
force value at t = 0 corresponds to the maximum
plateau force developed, as in Figure 2.
(D) Relationships between the developed force and
overlap length at different velocities. At each time
point in (C), the length of microtubule overlap was
calculated based on the extent of initial filament overlap and the travel distance of the stage, and plotted against the measured force value (colors indicate data
from different microtubule pairs, n = 5–14 per condition).
(E) Average developed forces for different overlap lengths and sliding velocities. For each sliding velocity examined, the forces measured for microtubule pairs in
(D) were pooled for 0.5-mmbins of overlap length and averaged (mean ± SD are shown). Results of linear regression analyses are shown (dotted lines); slopes are
2.5, 0.4, and 1.3 (R2 values: 0.88, 0.26, and 0.90) at 20, 50, and 200 nm/s, respectively.et al., 2005), fluorescence imaging revealed no clear directional
motion of parallel filament sliding (data not shown). Remarkably,
however, the optically trapped bead attached to amicrotubule in
the parallel sandwich revealed a dynamic back-and-forth motion
around the trap center (Figure 5B). This motion requires the ac-
tivity of kinesin-5, as the fluctuations were significantly larger
than thermal noise and were not seen in the presence of a
slow-hydrolyzing ATP analog, AMPPNP (2 mM) (bottom trace,
Figure 5B). In this geometry, the microtubule motion and the
associated forces are in marked contrast to those within an anti-
parallel configuration (Figure 2C).
To ensure that theobserved force fluctuationswere associated
with crosslinked parallel microtubules, we used a micromanipu-
lation strategy to capture and flip a microtubule in a sandwich
for which we had previously observed relative sliding and unidi-
rectional force generation (Figure 5C), consistent with an antipar-
allel geometry. Therefore, aftermechanically flipping themicrotu-
bule, the resulting orientation would be parallel. We found that
seven of the nine flipped pairs analyzed exhibited clear bidirec-
tional force fluctuations; in the remaining two cases, no motion
was observed. Importantly, when we took a microtubule from a
sandwich thatwasfluctuating andflipped it by 180, weobserved
unidirectional force generation, consistent with kinesin-5 sliding
apart antiparallel microtubules (n = 5) (Figure S4A). Together,
thesedata indicate that thebidirectional forcefluctuation is linked
to the activity of kinesin-5 crosslinking parallel microtubules.
We performed force measurements for several parallel micro-
tubule pairs (n = 20) of different overlap lengths and found that
the maximally developed force, determined from the extreme
values of calculated force histograms (Figure S4B), was largely
independent of the length of parallel microtubule overlap and
reached values of 1–3 pN, which was comparable in magnitude674 Developmental Cell 34, 669–681, September 28, 2015 ª2015 Elsto the maximum force generated by one or two kinesin-5 mole-
cules (Figure 5D). Importantly, the average filament overlap
length, crosslinking motor number, and GFP signal distributions
(Figures 5D–5F) were comparable to those we observed for anti-
parallel microtubule pairs (Figures 2D–2F). Further, unlikemyosin
ensembles interacting with actin filaments (Plac¸ais et al., 2009),
there was no characteristic single frequency of the observed
fluctuations (Figure 5G). We conclude that kinesin-5 molecules
are actively stepping and can generate forces while crosslinking
two parallel microtubules, but the developed forces were small
relative to the antiparallel case, not unidirectional, and largely in-
dependent of the length of filament overlap.
Kinesin-5 Can Generate Substantial Resistive Force
within Parallel Microtubule Pairs
We next examined the force production by kinesin-5 molecules
that crosslinked parallel microtubules moving relative to one
another (Figures 5H and 5I). Remarkably, when parallel filaments
were pulled, kinesin-5 generated substantial resisting forces that
scaled with the filament overlap length across a wide range of
velocities (Figure 5J). Time courses of the measured force
exhibited prominent sawtooth-like peaks consistent with cross-
linking kinesin-5 molecules being subjected to load and then un-
binding, in contrast to our observations of kinesin-5 behavior in
antiparallel microtubule pairs (Figure 4C). From these data we
obtained two parameters: a peak force, which was themaximum
value within each sawtooth-like event, and an average force,
which was calculated for 0.5-mmbins of overlap length and aver-
aged across all microtubule pairs examined. The peak and the
average force both increased with overlap length (Figures 5K
and 5L; Figure S4C). The average force also increased with the
sliding velocity, and importantly, resisting forces were generatedevier Inc.
even when the filaments were moved at velocities less than kine-
sin-5’s unloaded velocity (Figure 5L). These data indicate that
multiple kinesin-5 molecules can crosslink sliding parallel micro-
tubules and transmit a resistive force across the adjacent fila-
ments in an overlap-length- and velocity-dependent manner.
Numerical Simulations Suggest Molecular Mechanics of
the Kinesin-5 Tetramer
To understand how these distinct mechanical outputs could
arise from ensembles of kinesin-5 motors crosslinking two mi-
crotubules, we performed numerical model simulations, adapt-
ing methods used in previous reports (Grill et al., 2005; Kunwar
and Mogilner, 2010; Kunwar et al., 2008) (Figure 6). In a microtu-
bule overlap region, kinesin-5 molecules can be thought of as a
series of force-generating elements that must each step toward
the plus end of a microtubule. Full-length kinesin-5 has been
shown to have a ‘‘dumbbell’’ shape, where pairs of motor do-
mains are linked by a tetramerization domain that extends
>60 nm (Figure 6A) (Kashina et al., 1996). However, in the frame-
work of a crosslinked microtubule pair, the stochastic stepping
behavior of any one homotetramer will be influenced by the
forces generated by other molecules within the overlap region
(Figure 6B). These forces would be transmitted along each
microtubule and across the kinesin-5 tetramerization domain.
Microtubules are known to be extremely stiff on the micron
length scale and would readily transmit forces without dissi-
pating mechanical energy. In contrast, the mechanism of force
transmission across the tetramerization domain is unclear, but
is approximated here as a linear mechanical spring. Monte Carlo
simulations were performed using parameters measured in this
study and values reported by others for the force-dependent
modulation of dimeric kinesin-5 motor domain activity (Valentine
et al., 2006). We also incorporate force-dependent diffusion and
unbinding terms that account for the generation of frictional
resistance along and detachment from the microtubule surface
(see Supplemental Information for details and model parame-
ters). The simulation was performed over a range of motor
numbers, possible ‘‘spring’’ stiffness values, and detachment
frequencies (Figure S5).
An essential outcome of these simulations is that identical
model assumptions and parameter values are sufficient to reca-
pitulate the qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the
force-generating properties of kinesin-5 crosslinking two micro-
tubules in both antiparallel and parallel geometries. Without
assuming any torque or angular orientation dependence of the
linker spring, themodel reproduced the experimentally observed
persistent, unidirectional force development with fluctuations in
antiparallel microtubule pairs (Figure 6C) and also the bidirec-
tional force fluctuations about a mean force of zero in parallel
pairs (Figure 6D). Remarkably, themaximally developed force ex-
hibited the samedependencies onoverlap length both for parallel
and antiparallel microtubule pairs, without requiring changes in
the stepping or unbinding parameters (Figure 6E). Our simula-
tions suggest that the choice of several of the parameters was
particularly critical in order to recapitulate the experimental ob-
servations. First, the force-dependent rate of motor unbinding
(kdetach) must be small enough to ensure prolonged (e.g., 30 s)
attachment with the microtubule. If the value chosen was too
large, the motor domains detached rapidly and sustained forceDevelopmengeneration could not be achieved (Figures 6F, S5C, and S5D).
Second, the constant describing the spring-like tetramerization
domain needed to be large enough to ensure force transmission,
but not so large as to generate interference and promote stalling
or detachment of the other kinesin-5 molecules when individual
motor proteins took steps (Figure 6G). The brake-like resistive
forces developed across microtubule pairs also exhibited similar
dependencies on relative sliding velocity (Figures 6H–6K) as
observed experimentally. Together, our simulations suggest
that individual kinesin-5 proteins do not significantly alter their
mechano-chemical stepping properties when crosslinking mi-
crotubules in different geometries, maintain long-lived contacts
with microtubules during crosslinking, and are sufficiently
compliant to transmit forces across microtubule pairs.
DISCUSSION
Successful cell division requires the proper organization of the
bipolar mitotic spindle, which is accomplished in part by the
microtubule sliding activity of kinesin-5. We find that the force
developed by ensembles of kinesin-5 can be regulated by the
geometry and relative motion of the microtubule filaments that
they crosslink. Kinesin-5 can push apart overlapping antiparallel
microtubules with forces that scale with both overlap length and
motor protein number. Kinesin-5 can also generate brake-like
forces that scale with overlap length to resist filament slidingmo-
tions in both parallel and antiparallel geometries. These proper-
ties differ significantly from other characterized classes of motor
protein ensembles, such as those transporting vesicles or those
moving actin filaments, and may play important roles in proper
assembly and function of the mitotic spindle.
Force Generation by Ensembles of Kinesin-5 Molecules
Crosslinking Two Microtubules
Studies of force generation by ensembles of other kinesins indi-
cate that the magnitude of sustained force production can be
largely unaffected by changes in motor protein number (Furuta
et al., 2013; Shubeita et al., 2008; Vershinin et al., 2007). Current
models suggest that this could be due to interference between
motors, wherein the force generation by one protein can weaken
the affinity of other motor proteins on the microtubule track
(Gross et al., 2007; Holzbaur and Goldman, 2010).
On the basis of our findings, we propose a simple mechanism
for how overlap-length-dependent pushing and braking forces
are produced by kinesin-5. Kinesin-5 molecules can bind single
microtubules and may crosslink a second microtubule when
encountering a region of filament overlap. More crosslinking ki-
nesin-5 proteins will be recruited to regions with longer overlap
lengths. Crosslinking motor proteins step stochastically toward
plus ends according to load-dependent kinetics, with stepping
probability reduced by opposing force. When one kinesin-5
takes a force-producing step, this force is transmitted along
the rigid microtubule and is distributed among the other kine-
sin-5 proteins in the ensemble. Differences in force across the ki-
nesin-5 molecules will allow ‘‘leading’’ or faster motor molecules
in the ensemble to slow down and ‘‘hindering’’ or slower motor
molecules to step more frequently to catch up with other mole-
cules. Within antiparallel overlap regions, each kinesin-5 steps
toward plus ends until the amount of force across eachmoleculetal Cell 34, 669–681, September 28, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 675
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Figure 5. Kinesin-5 Force Generation within Static and Sliding Parallel Microtubule Pairs
(A–G) Measurement of force developed within non-moving parallel microtubule pairs crosslinked by kinesin-5.
(A) Schematic of the assay, with the representation similar to Figure 1A. The optically trapped bead captured either the plus or the minus end of the microtubule.
(legend continued on next page)
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reaches the stall force and a linear integration of force output is
achieved. In parallel overlap regions, kinesin-5 molecules step
toward the plus ends of microtubules they crosslink, and sto-
chastic changes in forces across the molecules give rise to a
fluctuating force output. When microtubules are sliding in either
antiparallel or parallel geometries, kinesin-5 can maintain its as-
sociation with both of the filaments for a sustained period of time
and, depending on the sliding velocity, can generate either push-
ing forces or mechanical resistance. Fewer crosslinking proteins
are available at shorter filament overlap, leading to an overall
decrease in the braking force. This range of scenarios that we
have examined is summarized in Figures 7A and 7B.
The best-characterized case of motor-protein-dependent
force generation that scales with a simple geometric feature,
similar to what we observe for kinesin-5 sliding two antiparallel
microtubules, is for myosin in the muscle (Gordon et al., 1966).
The generation of force outputs that scale with microtubule over-
lap depends on the integration of forces generated by multiple
motor protein molecules that must perform work without experi-
encing significant interference by other proteins in the ensemble.
In the case of the muscle, myosin’s ‘‘weak’’ affinity for actin may
play a key role. Within an ensemble, individual myosin molecules
spend only a small fraction of time bound to the actin filament
during an enzymatic cycle and their force-generation is likely
to be coordinated through calcium-based signaling (Gordon
et al., 2000). This is not likely to be the case for kinesin-5 ensem-
bles. While previous force measurements of a truncated dimeric
construct of human kinesin-5 attached to an optically trapped
bead have shown that themotor domains detach from themicro-
tubule lattice after an average of only eight steps (Valentine et al.,
2006), we have shown that full-length kinesin-5 binds microtu-
bules via its motor domain and a second, non-motor domain
that together greatly enhance its microtubule-association life-
time (Weinger et al., 2011). Therefore, multiple kinesin-5 mole-
cules are likely to be simultaneously associated with the micro-
tubule such that the forces generated by one active motor will
be transmitted to the others along the rigidmicrotubules. Studies
of Drosophila kinesin-5 have reported the detailed architecture
of its tetramerization domain (Scholey et al., 2014). Our analyses(B) Time records of force (filtered using 200-ms moving average) developed wi
microtubule pairs of different overlap lengths are shown (top three traces, 2mM
(C) Microtubule ‘‘flipping’’ assay. Fluorescence images show an antiparallel mic
measured (upper trace). The microtubule was then rotated by 180 and re-attach
from the flipped filament pair is shown (lower trace).
(D–F) The maximum developed force versus microtubule overlap length or the nu
plotted against the overlap length (D). Pearson’s r = 0.01 (n = 21). Following a forc
estimated for several microtubule pairs using the rupture countingmethod (n = 13)
of 0.006, 0.06, and 0.004 for (D), (E), and (F), respectively.
(G) Fourier spectral density obtained from force development records of parallel
(H–L) Measurement of force developed within kinesin-5-crosslinked parallel micr
(H) Schematic of the assay, with the representation similar to Figure 1A. The sta
(I) Representative fluorescence images obtained at different time points (interval, 5
are shown. The stage was moved along the indicated direction (white arrow) at 2
(J) Time records of force (filtered using 200-ms moving average) developed with
(K) Relationships between the developed force and overlap length shown for di
n = 12–20 per condition).
(L) Average developed force at various overlap lengths and sliding velocities. For e
were pooled for 0.5-mmbins of overlap length and averaged (mean ± SD are show
and 1.52 (R2 values: 0.26, 0.47, and 0.89) at 20, 50, and 200 nm/s, respectively.
lines) are indicated. Scale bar, 5 mm.
Developmensuggest that this domain is likely rigid enough to transmit forces
across the molecule’s pairs of motor domains, but is compliant
enough to avoid detachment due to the force-producing activ-
ities of other motor proteins in the ensemble. In addition, this tet-
ramerization domain may have considerable torsional flexibility,
allowing pairs of motor domains at either end of the molecule
to achieve stereospecific interactions with microtubules in
both antiparallel and parallel geometries. For both filament ge-
ometries, the structural and kinetic properties of kinesin-5
appear to provide an ideal framework for the efficient integration
of forces across the ensemble of motor protein molecules.
Implications for Kinesin-5’s Spindle Assembly Functions
Within mitotic spindles, antiparallel microtubules overlap at the
equator of the bipolar structure, and long-standing models for
the spindle assembly have posited that the force pushing apart
those overlapping filaments is somehow regulated in a length-
dependent mechanism (McIntosh et al., 1969; Scholey et al.,
2003). Here we have demonstrated that an ensemble of kinesin-
5 can achieve this function.With this property, the length of the bi-
polar structure can be set at a single stable point where pushing
and pulling forces are balanced. Notably, this force was found to
be overlap length dependent even within dynamically sliding
microtubule pairs, not simply for filaments that do not move
once steady-state size is achieved (Figure 7Ci). It has been known
that antiparallel microtubules overlapping at the spindle equator
exhibit a persistent bidirectional flow toward each spindle pole
(Sawin and Mitchison, 1991). The velocities of microtubules flux-
ingpolewardscanvarywith respect to their position in the spindle,
withanaveragefluxvelocityof2–3micronsperminute (Yangetal.,
2007).We predict that stochastic reduction or increase in filament
sliding relative to kinesin-5’s unloaded velocity would lead to
either assisting or braking forces due to kinesin-5, regulating fila-
ment sliding velocity depending on the extent of filament overlap.
In vertebrate meiotic spindles, microtubule minus ends have
been shown to distribute along the length of the bipolar structure
(Burbank et al., 2006), suggesting that both parallel and antipar-
allel overlap geometries are found throughout the entire struc-
ture. Nearer the poles, microtubules are predominantly parallelthin parallel microtubule pairs crosslinked by kinesin-5. Example traces from
MgATP; bottom trace, 2 mM MgAMPPNP).
rotubule pair (upper image) to which a bead was attached and the force was
ed to the same surface microtubule (lower image). The force record obtained
mber of kinesin-5 molecules. The maximum developed force (Figure S4A) was
e measurement of >30 s, the number of kinesin-5 molecules at the overlap was
(E) and from the GFP signal intensity (n = 18) (F). Linear regressions yield slopes
microtubule pairs. Shown are the results for data in (B) (2 mM MgATP).
otubules that are moved apart.
ge was moved at constant velocity (V).
s) during the assay. Merged images of microtubules (red) and kinesin-5 (green)
00 nm/s.
in crosslinked parallel microtubule pairs that slide apart.
fferent sliding velocities (colors indicate data from different microtubule pairs,
ach sliding velocity examined, the forces measured for microtubule pairs in (K)
n). Results from linear regression analyses are shown. Slopes are0.20,0.22,
In all images, the trap center (white ‘‘X’’) and filament overlap regions (dashed
tal Cell 34, 669–681, September 28, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 677
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Figure 6. Numerical Model Simulations for
Force Generation of Kinesin-5 Ensembles
(A and B) Schematics of the model simulation. A
kinesin-5 tetramer (green) is represented as a pair
of dimeric motor domains connected by a linear
mechanical spring (kkinesin) (A). Between parallel
and antiparallel pairs, the direction of one of the
two pairs of motor domains of a kinesin-5 is rotated
by 180. The individual dimers step toward the plus
ends of the microtubule tracks in a load-dependent
manner (kcat). Multiple tetrameric motor molecules
can crosslink two adjacent microtubules (B).
(C–K) The force-generating characteristics of par-
allel and antiparallel microtubule pairs crosslinked
by ensembles of kinesin-5.
(C–E) Example time courses of force development
from simulations performed using N = 4, 8, and 12
motors. The simulation was run in both antiparallel
(C) and parallel (D) geometries, and the average
maximum developed force was plotted against the
motor number (E).
(F and G) Simulations of antiparallel microtubule
force generation performed while varying two
model parameters. Force versus motor protein
number relationships are shown for simulations
run using different motor detachment rates (F)
and stiffness constants of the kinesin-5 linear
spring (G).
(H and I) Example time courses of force develop-
ment simulated at constant relative sliding veloc-
ities. For both antiparallel (H) and parallel (I)
geometries, simulations were run at indicated
sliding velocities.
(J and K) The average force developed in antipar-
allel (J) and parallel (K) geometries was calculated
for each 0.5-mm bin of overlap and plotted against
the filament overlap length. Plots are mean ± SD
(n = 100 simulation runs per condition).and, in the steady-state structure, continuously translocate pole-
ward at matching velocities (Yang et al., 2007). How such coordi-
nation is achieved across the >10micronwidth of the spindle has
not been clear. Our findings suggest that kinesin-5 could couple
the motion of these poleward fluxing parallel microtubules (Fig-
ure 7Cii). If stochastic force fluctuations arise between two paral-
lel filaments, kinesin-5 would generate a braking force that would
be greater at higher relative velocity. As the braking force also
scales with parallel filament overlap, themotions of longermicro-
tubuleswill bemore strongly coupled. Conversely, shortermicro-
tubules may be more readily transported at velocities that are678 Developmental Cell 34, 669–681, September 28, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.higher than that of poleward flux, consis-
tent with analysis of short microtubule
‘‘seed’’ dynamics in the metaphase
spindle (Heald et al., 1996). Additionally,
consistent with our proposal, it has been
shown that shortermicrotubules are trans-
ported to spindle poles with higher proba-
bility than longer microtubules, and this
‘‘sorting’’mechanism is linked to the activ-
ity of kinesin-5 (Brugue´s et al., 2012).
Together, our findings suggest that kine-
sin-5 may contribute to spindle size regu-lation and also govern the velocity at which microtubules slide
in the steady-state metaphase spindle. It is also possible that
the kinesin-5-dependent crosslinking of kinetochore and non-
kinetochore microtubules, which have parallel orientations near
the poles, may contribute to the length-dependent forces pulling
chromosomespoleward (Hays et al., 1982). Recent cell biological
studies suggest that the targeting of kinesin-5 to spindlemicrotu-
bules involves TPX2, a non-motor MAP (Eckerdt et al., 2008;
Gable et al., 2012; Helmke and Heald, 2014). It is likely that our
‘‘minimal spindle’’ assay will help dissect how this regulatory
mechanism contributes to relative microtubule sliding.
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Figure 7. Model for Force Generation by
Ensembles of Kinesin-5 Crosslinking Micro-
tubules
(A and B) Model for how ensembles of kinesin-5
generate and transmit force within overlapping
microtubules. Antiparallel (A) and parallel (B) cases
are shown. An increase in the extent of filament
overlap leads to the increased localization of kine-
sin-5 molecules (i and ii). These motors can step
stochastically toward the plus end of each micro-
tubule while experiencing strains from the stepping
of other motors. Because individual motors follow
the same load-dependent kinetics, ‘‘leading’’ mo-
tors slow downwhile ‘‘hindering’’ motors speed up,
and allmotorsmaintain attachment tomicrotubules
for many seconds (iii). In the antiparallel case, most
of the motors can reach their maximum force-
generating state and the unitarymotor force can be
summed up across the micron-sized overlap (iv). In
the parallel case, the filament experiences back-
and-forth motion (iv). The crosslinking motors can
maintain their association with the sliding filament
pairs and generate resisting force in both parallel
and antiparallel geometries (v).
(C) Model for how kinesin-5’s force-generating
function is regulated by microtubule motion and
geometry in the metaphase spindle. (i) Antiparallel
case. For velocities less than kinesin-5’s unloaded
rate (50 nm/s), pushing forces are generated. For
faster velocities, resisting forces are generated and
themagnitudes increasewithvelocity.Bothpushing
and resisting forces increase with filament overlap
length. (ii) Parallel case. Kinesin-5 generates resist-
ing forces whose magnitudes increase with overlap
length andfilament sliding velocity.Heatmapshows
themagnitude and direction of the developed force.
Green, pushing force; red, resisting force; darker
colors, highermagnitudes; clear area, essentially no
force. Arrows indicate filament motion. Microtubule
minus ends are marked (o).In summary, our findings reveal howkinesin-5moleculeswork-
ing in concert can ‘‘read’’ micron-scale cues to generate a me-
chanical signal, essentially converting a geometric feature within
a dynamic filament network into an analog force output. Micron-
scale patterns of post-translational modification of protein sub-
strates (Fuller et al., 2008) or filament-length-dependent protein
localization patterns of nanometer-sized proteins (Leduc et al.,
2012; Subramanian et al., 2013) have been characterized and
are likely to play important roles in regulating cytoskeletal self-or-
ganization.We propose that micron-scale mechanical regulation
supplements such chemical regulation in themetaphase spindle.
It is also likely that ensembles of other enzymes, required for the
assembly and function of biological polymers ranging from cyto-
skeletal filaments to DNA, also function in distinct modes thatDevelopmental Cell 34, 669–681, Sdepend on the relative geometry and
dynamics of their substrates.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Proteins
Full-length Xenopus laevis kinesin-5 tagged at the
C terminus with EGFP was expressed and purifiedas previously described (Kwok et al., 2006). Microtubules were polymerized
from a mixture of X-rhodamine tubulin, biotinylated tubulin, and unmodified
tubulin with 1 mM GMPCPP and stabilized by Taxol. A rigor kinesin mutant,
used for bead-microtubule attachment, was expressed and purified as previ-
ously described (Rice et al., 1999).
Assays
Measurement of kinesin-5 force development was performed on an inverted
microscope equipped with force-calibrated optical tweezers and dual-mode
total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) and epi-fluorescence imaging op-
tics (Forth et al., 2014). To generate microtubule sandwiches crosslinked by ki-
nesin-5, a flow chamber assembled with a PEG-coated coverslip (Subrama-
nian et al., 2013) was incubated with reagents in the following order: 0.5 mg/
ml a-casein for 3 min, 0.2 mg/ml neutravidin for 5 min, biotinylated microtu-
bules for 10 min, and motility sample (non-biotinylated microtubules, 1 nM ki-
nesin-5-GFP, 2 mM ATP, 3 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 60 mM PIPES [pH 6.8],eptember 28, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 679
4.5 mg/ml glucose, 350 U/ml glucose oxidase, 34 U/ml catalase, 0.5 mg/ml
a-casein, 1 mM DTT, 20 mM Taxol, and 0.1 pM beads). After sealing the
chamber with VaLaP, amicrotubule pair was selected and an optically trapped
bead was attached to the non-biotinylated microtubule within 2–5 microns of
the region of microtubule overlap to prevent filament buckling. The bead posi-
tion was recorded using a quadrant photodiode (0.1–0.5 kHz sampling rate).
Microtubules and kinesin-5-GFP were imaged (interval, 1–5 s; exposure
time, 200–300 ms), in parallel with the force measurement. For measurements
within sliding microtubule pairs, the piezo stage was moved along the micro-
tubule axis at constant velocity once the kinesin-5 dependent force reached a
plateau. The trapped beadwas held1 mmabove the coverslip surface, where
the trap stiffness was determined to be 0.065 pN/nm. For all experiments,
beads were held within ±250 nm of the trap center to maintain a linear trap
stiffness.
The rupture-based counting method was performed by moving the sample
stage orthogonal to the surface microtubule at a speed of 0.3 mm/s while
holding the trap center at a fixed position. The motion of the trapped bead
was recorded at 0.5 kHz and processed as described to estimate the rupture
number.
For microtubule flipping experiments, the bead-held microtubule was
detached from the surface microtubule and then flipped by 180 using fluid
flow induced by motion of the sample stage. The flipped filament was then
brought into contact with the same surface microtubule.
Data Analysis
Themaximum force developedwithin antiparallel microtubule pairs was deter-
mined at the plateau of the force development record, defined as the region
where the force signal persisted for more than 1 s without significant fluctua-
tion or sudden drop (<10% change in force). For parallel microtubule pairs, the
force record was used to generate a histogram (0.25-pN bin width) and the
values of its two end columns were averaged.
The microtubule overlap length was determined from images of microtu-
bules taken during the force plateau. The region where the X-rhodamine signal
along the microtubule axes was more than that of each of the single micro-
tubules was determined to be the region of overlap. Within moving micro-
tubule pairs, the filament overlap length at time t was calculated according
to L = L0  V d t + Dx, where L0, V, and Dx are the initial overlap length, stage
velocity, and displacement of the bead from the trap center, respectively. To
estimate the number of kinesin-5 molecules within a microtubule overlap re-
gion, the total intensity of the GFP signal within the overlap was divided by
the average intensity of single kinesin-5-GFP tetramers.
Model Simulations
A detailed description of the model and simulation parameters can be found in
the Supplemental Information.
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